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Introduction

The recently reported study conducted by Yu et al. 
compared the clinical and radiologic outcomes of skip 
laminectomy, one of the surgical techniques included 
in muscle-preserving selective laminectomy (SL) and 
expansive open-door laminoplasty (ELAP) performed for 
the treatment of multilevel cervical spondylotic myelopathy 
(CSM) (1). This prospective study demonstrated the 
advantages of skip laminectomy in reducing intraoperative 
blood loss, hospital stay, postoperative visual analogue scale 
(VAS) score, and axial symptoms, along with preserving 
the postoperative cervical range of motion (ROM). The 
authors concluded that skip laminectomy is an effective, 
safe, and minimally invasive method as it preserves the 
posterior cervical structure. We believe that this study 
informs surgeons about an alternative to laminoplasty for 
the treatment for CSM.

Until the 1960s, posterior cervical decompression had 
been performed only by laminectomy. However, surgeons 
recognized various complications of laminectomy, such 
as kyphotic deformity, segmental instability, and late 
neurologic deterioration (2,3). After the advent of high-
speed surgical drills in the 1970s, Japanese surgeons first 
performed and developed the laminoplasty procedure, 
attempting to avoid these complications (4-6). Currently, 
ELAP or double-door laminoplasty (DDLP) is widely 
used as a multiple posterior decompression technique for 
CSM. However, the superiority of cervical laminoplasty as 
compared to conventional laminectomy remains uncertain 

because the former sometimes results in poor surgical 
outcomes due to complications, such as re-closure of the 
expanded laminae, dislodgement of the expanded laminae, 
and unintentional bony fusion between the preserved 
laminae. In addition, laminoplasty failed to solve the 
postoperative problem of axial symptoms and development 
of cervical malalignment. Under such circumstances, in 
1998, Shiraishi developed a less invasive technique to expose 
the cervical spine laminae, which preserves the extensor 
mechanism of the cervical spine (7,8). SL is performed 
by applying Shiraishi’s technique to posterior cervical 
decompression. 

We currently limit the surgical indications for SL 
to (I) a local kyphosis of <20°; (II) spondylolisthesis of  
<3.5 mm; (III) an ossification of the posterior longitudinal 
ligament (OPLL) occupancy ratio of <60%. The levels of 
decompression are identified by complete obstruction of 
the subarachnoid space on preoperative dynamic cervical 
myelography-computed tomography (CM-CT) or dynamic 
T2-weighted magnetic resonance images (MRI) with the 
neck in a neutral or extended position (9). In our previous 
series, the mean laminectomy width was 15–19 mm (10), 
but we emphasize that on the preoperative axial images of 
these scans, the laminectomy width is kept 2–3 mm wider 
than the spinal cord (9). This is key for success in SL; to 
achieve simultaneous secure decompression of the spinal 
cord and minimum invasion of the stabilizing structures. 
Two consecutive and adjacent intervertebral levels are 
decompressed by mono-laminectomy, which removes a 
single lamina, the upper half of the lower adjacent lamina, 
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and the flavum at the affected levels (7). Decompression 
of three consecutive adjacent intervertebral levels is 
accomplished by double laminectomy of the adjacent two 
laminae between the affected levels (11). For the CSM 
patients with spinal cord compression of more than four 
levels, skip laminectomy is indicated if it is possible to leave 
at least one lamina unremoved between the affected levels. 

In such cases, it goes without saying that preoperative 
imaging studies show no spinal cord compression by the 
lamina (or laminae) to be preserved but the compression 
only at the upper and lower adjacent levels of each one of 
those laminae (Figure 1). For OPLL or for developmental 
canal stenosis, consecutive laminectomy of four or more 
laminae is usually performed (Figure 2) (11). For the 
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Figure 2 A 64-year-old man underwent C3–C6 selective laminectomy. (A) Preoperative T2-weighted MRI; (B) a T2-weighted MRI two 
years after surgery presented successful decompression. MRI, magnetic resonance image.

Figure 1 A 66-year-old woman underwent C4–C6 skip laminectomy. (A) Preoperative T2-weighted MRI; (B) a T2-weighted MRI three 
years after surgery presented successful decompression. MRI, magnetic resonance image.
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patients with involvement of C2, we used a technique for 
muscle-preserving DDLP for the axis (11).

Reviewer’s comments

We followed the results of each evaluation indicator 
presented by the authors and made comments on: (I) 
functional outcomes; (II) radiological analyses; (III) 
postoperative cervical pain; (IV) intraoperative bleeding; (V) 
C5 palsy; and (VI) limitations of the study.

Functional outcomes

The study prospectively recruited 20 patients with multilevel 
CSM who underwent skip laminectomy and 24 patients 
with multilevel CSM who received ELAP. After surgery, the 
postoperative JOA score showed improvements in both groups, 
with no significant difference in the recovery rate of the JOA 
score in either group. These results are consistent with a previous 
prospective randomized study comparing skip laminectomy and  
DDLP (12). Skip laminectomy showed good functional recovery 
in multilevel CSM patients as compared to laminoplasty.

Radiological analyses

Cervical sagittal alignment
The authors concluded that postoperative cervical curvature 
index had not significantly changed in both groups. On 
the contrary, our previous study showed that postoperative 
curvature in the ELAP group was significantly smaller 
than that of the preoperative group, while there was no 
significant difference regarding skip laminectomy (13). 
In terms of preoperative cervical alignment, the inclusion 
criteria of this study were a local kyphosis of <10°, while our 
indication for SL was a local kyphosis of <20°. The study 
could have shown a different result in the postoperative 
alignment of each group if the authors’ criteria was the 
same as ours.

Damage to the stabilizing structures of the cervical 
spine also negatively influences the cervical alignment. SL 
can be securely performed by strictly limiting the lateral 
exposure inside the medial border of the bilateral facet 
joints. However, satisfactory posterior decompression 
cannot be accomplished by laminoplasty without creating 
lateral gutters away from the edges of the spinal cord. Thus, 
the lateral exposure is always kept wider in laminoplasty 
as compared to SL, damaging the facet joint, its capsule, 
and the origins of the multifidus. Laminoplasty also 
compromises the deep extensor muscles (DEMs) that act 
as dynamic stabilizers of the cervical spine, such as the 

semispinalis cervicis and multifidus, by removing them from 
the spinous processes. Atrophy of the DEMs is a significant 
risk factor for postoperative development of poor cervical 
alignment (14). We previously reported that postoperative 
atrophy of the DEMs was significantly greater in ELAP 
than in skip laminectomy (13). It is speculated that damage 
to the posterior cervical structures by laminoplasty causes 
postoperative cervical malalignment. 

Cervical sagittal vertical axis (SVA) is also an important 
indicator to evaluate the cervical alignment. Our previous 
study demonstrated that SL performed to decompress 
laminae at the C6 single level and C5–C6 consecutive two 
levels left the C2–C7 angle unaffected without increasing 
C2–C7 SVA after surgery (15). Decompression at three 
consecutive levels C4–C6 and four consecutive levels C3–
C6 presented a slight increase in C2–C7 SVA, while the 
C2–C7 angle increased as a compensation for the SVA 
increase (15). Since the authors in the study analyzed the 
cervical curvature index alone, it is difficult to evaluate the 
difference created in the C2–C7 angle and the C2–C7 SVA 
between skip laminectomy and ELAP. We speculate that 
the intensity of surgical invasion on the posterior structures 
is not significantly different between skip laminectomy and 
C5–6 SL. Therefore, it is understood that the study results 
demonstrated no change in the cervical curvature index 
for the skip group. Previous studies showed that the C2–
C7 angle decreased despite the increase in C2–C7 SVA 
after DDLP or ELAP (16,17). The study would be more 
effective if the authors conducted a more detailed analysis of 
cervical sagittal alignment and measured the cervical SVA.

Cervical ROM
The study results demonstrated that cervical ROM was not 
significantly changed after skip laminectomy, while it was 
significantly decreased after ELAP. A previous prospective 
nonrandomized study and retrospective study demonstrated 
that cervical ROM after skip laminectomy was successfully 
preserved as compared to laminoplasty (13,18). Another 
previous study showed that cervical ROM slightly 
diminished after SL for C4–C6 consecutive three-level and 
C3–C6 consecutive four-level decompression, however, 
ROM did not diminish after SL for C6 single-level and C5–
C6 consecutive two-level decompression (15). Since the 
preservation of posterior structures by skip laminectomy 
is almost no different from that of SL at C5–C6, it is 
reasonable that the study demonstrated no reduction of 
cervical ROM after skip laminectomy. Laminoplasty induces 
damage to the facet joints, leading to restriction of cervical 
ROM as a result of unexpected bony fusion between the 
facet joints or preserved laminae. Since lateral exposure is 
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strictly limited in SL without exposing the bilateral facet 
joints during the surgery, we did not observe such bony 
fusion in our SL patients. Unintentional or unexpected 
bony fusion by laminoplasty inevitably causes a reduction of 
cervical ROM.

Postoperative cervical pain

The study showed lower VAS and less axial symptoms in 
the skip group as compared to the ELAP group. This is 
consistent with a previous prospective nonrandomized 
study comparing skip laminectomy with DDLP (18). We 
suggested that lesser damage to the facet joints and DEMs 
by skip laminectomy resulted in less cervical pain and axial 
symptoms. The study also showed that hospital stay was 
shorter in skip group as compared to ELAP group. This 
is because skip laminectomy is less invasive to posterior 
stabilizing structures than ELAP, leading to faster pain 
relief. The authors of the study recommended a soft collar 
for 1 month after the surgery; however, we did not use it 
since we performed SL first. Since then, the postoperative 
period for our patients has been uneventful.

Intraoperative bleeding

The authors concluded that the intraoperative blood loss 
was lesser in the skip group (average: 73.6 g) as compared 
to the ELAP group (average: 239.8 g). It is consistent with 
the above-mentioned prospective nonrandomized study 
comparing skip laminectomy (average blood loss: 50 mL)  
with DDLP (average blood loss: 105 mL) (18). We 
observed that limited lateral exposure and preservation of 
DEMs in the skip group significantly reduced the blood 
loss at surgery. The mean blood loss in our previous SL 
series was around 10 g (9,15), which was lesser than other 
studies. This discrepancy might be related to the exposure 
technique or the decompression procedure. We used an 
operating microscope throughout the surgery to keep 
the field dry and cause minimum damage to the extensor 
muscles and facet joints. Removing bone using a high-speed 
drill with a diamond-tipped burr and not a cutting burr is 
another method to reduce intraoperative bleeding. 

C5 palsy

The study presented that the incidences of C5 palsy were 
0% after skip laminectomy and 16.7% after ELAP. Several 
authors reported that wide posterior decompression 
facilitated the backward shift of the spinal cord with the 
excessively protracted nerve root, consequently raising the 

risk of C5 palsy (19-21). We observed that the occurrence 
of palsy was affected by the width of laminectomy in SL. 
Our previous study demonstrated that SL performed with 
a laminectomy of up to 2–3 mm wider than the spinal cord 
significantly reduced the incidence of C5 palsy (1.2%) as 
compared to SL with laminectomy being wider (9.2%) (22). 
The authors performed skip laminectomy with a width 
of approximately 15 mm, and it was consistent with our 
narrow SL with its average width of 15–19 mm (10). Lower 
incidence of C5 palsy in the skip group may be related 
to the narrow removal of the affected laminae to prevent 
excessive posterior spinal cord shift to some extent (22). 

Direct or thermal injury to the C5 nerve root during the 
gutter-making process using a high-speed drill is another 
cause of palsy (23,24). To achieve adequate decompression 
of the spinal cord, laminoplasty needs to make lateral 
gutters sufficiently away from the bilateral spinal cord 
edges. However, the affected spinal cords in CSM do not 
always run straight in the spinal canal and sometimes take 
a tortuous course due to anterior compression factors 
pushing the cord to one side. According to the location of 
the spinal cord, we adjusted the position of the laminectomy 
a few millimeters to the affected side, with its width kept as 
planned to securely decompress the spinal cord (22). Thus, 
narrow SL can prevent direct injury to the C5 nerve root 
and reduce the incidence of palsy.

Limitations of the study

There are some limitations to the study. First, it was a 
single-institution study and had a relatively limited number 
of patients with a short follow-up period. Second, the levels 
of decompression in both groups were not presented in the 
study, which intensified heterogeneity. Third, the study 
included patients with previous cervical spine surgeries 
and those with foraminotomy combined with SL. The 
previous or combined surgeries could have affected the 
results. Damage to the facet joints and their capsules by 
foraminotomy can negatively impact the postoperative 
cervical alignment. It would have proved more valuable if 
the authors had analyzed the postoperative atrophy of the 
DEMs.

Discussion

Here, we will discuss the cost effectiveness of SL that 
was not addressed by the authors. Previous papers have 
reported problems related to preserved laminae, such 
as iatrogenic stenosis due to re-closure of the expanded 
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laminae and injury to the spinal cord by the dislodged 
laminar door. To prevent these, surgeons have frequently 
performed additional instrumentation to firmly hold the 
expanded laminae in place. For example, the affected 
laminae in ELAP are fixed with threads attached to anchor 
screws or mini-plates and screws, while those in DDLP 
are attached with mini-plates and screws or hydroxyapatite 
spacers. Conventional wide cervical laminectomy is also 
usually combined with multiple instrumentation and 
fixation to prevent postoperative development of kyphosis 
or instability. In these situations, the cost for medical care 
increases exponentially and burdens countries’ economies. 
Moreover, instrument fixation has potential risks, such 
as infection, spinal cord injury caused by the dislodged 
implants, and vascular or nerve injury due to misplaced 
screws. Those complications certainly cause prolonged 
hospital stays with complicated postoperative care and a 
delayed return to work. A recent meta-analysis comparing 
mini-plate fixation versus suture suspensory fixation in 
ELAP showed that mini-plate fixation was associated with 
greater surgical trauma (i.e., additional operation time and 
blood loss) (25). In most SL cases, successful spinal cord 
decompression can be achieved by maintaining cervical 
curvature, thereby eliminating the necessity of additional 
fixation using expensive internal devices. Postoperative care 
in SL is simplified with short hospital stays and early returns 
to work because it is minimally invasive to the posterior 
stabilizing structures of the neck. Therefore, we conclude 
that SL is a safe, secure, and cost-effective procedure. The 
study conducted by Yu et al. provides beneficial information 
that enables surgeons to choose a proper surgical method 
to treat cervical myelopathy. In the future, a randomized 
controlled study with a large patient population and long-
term follow-up remains expected to confirm the results of 
past research.
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